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Additional Information
1. This Guide will be a handy preparation tool for Story Telling participants for High
School.
2. The story guides are provided after the sub-theme explanation.
3. As a continuation to the rule stated above, the participants can tell one of
these five stories (not all) from their preference. The participants can twist the
story whatever they like, as long as it still fits the main story.
4. Participants will have to bring three copies (a hard copy) of your story during
the Technical Meeting, along with a flash-drive containing the slides and
sounds (if you’re going to use it, of course).
5. The sub-theme captions (as per what does it mean, what do we aim together)
is also attached in this guide, so make sure you understand what are we hoping
with the sub-theme.
6. Regarding properties and costumes, participants can bring their properties and
wear costumes as an addition for their performance, without endangering
themselves and other people. That is to say, participants are prohibited to litter,
bring sharp weapons, etc.
After all, good luck and enjoy!

Contact Person:
Tata (081283604021 / idLine: tatasport)
Fathur (081311351858 / idLine: fathur22)

High School Subtheme: Get On A Ride, to Find Your Future
We are all feeling the fact that we’re going to find ourselves–like who we really
are, what are our passions, or actually: who do we want to be, especially in this age,
when we all on High School. That’s why, starting in this point, we have to choose, for
example: are we more interested into Science, Social, or Language & Culture? Or, at
the later times, we’re going to decide what career are we going to pursue, starting
from, which major you’re going to take at college? And so many more choices we
can make at that age, based on how well do we know ourselves.
Therefore, we invite you all to get on a ride–to experience the adventure that
we’re going through in this life, to find our future. Hopefully, by the ride, we’re going
to find the real us–and from that on, we can determine our steps ahead. This
competition, will be one of the rides that you’re going through, as a means to find
your future, who do you want to be, by telling your story. Who knows, that your fate is
also from what you’ve gone through?

Star Wars: Episode 1
A long time ago, there were two humans named Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan
Kenobi, that travelled to Space. They met with Alien here. They were going to some
place and had some meetings in the Galaxy. After they arrived, the Alien’s captain
was saying to the aliens, “I don’t want to see that human, we must quickly do that”.
Alien said “Are you serious, Captain?” The Captain said, “Yes, Let’s kill them quickly.”
The Alien then tried to kill the human with a poisonous gas and some robots.
Fortunately, they were safe. But the alien resisted them into Alien’s place.
Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan kenobi went to a planet named Naboo. Naboo’s
leader named Queen Amidala was having some meeting to Senator and said “They
were resisting my team but I don’t want to make a war with them”. But the Alien
invaded the Naboo and they were trying to attack them. When Alien tried to invade,
Naboo Senator successfully escaped. The Alien tried to find them and attacked the
Naboo. Alien also did arrest the Queen Amidala. Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi
knew it, so their friends and them tried to save the world. Fortunately, Obi-Wan Kenobi
saw the Alien’s guard and killed them. They took the Alien’s weapon for their safety
purpose. After that they successfully killed the Alien’s guardian to bring the Queen to
a hidden place, but when they were in space. the Alien’s guardian attacked them.
They were safe once again, but they could not save the place they wanted.
Naboo’s citizens arrived in other, small planet, named Tatooine. They tried to Lived
here. They stayed that because they needed some machine for repair their plane
because they wanted to go to the other planet. One day, Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan
Kenobi asked a young boy named Anakin, for help, because Qui-Gon Jinn had a
deal with a man in that planet. During the lunch at the house, the boy asked to help
Naboo.
The boy then said “I will help you because I make the fastest racing pod in this
planet, you will win”.
On the other hand, the mother said “No, please, it is so dangerous. I feel like I’m
dying if you’re going to that race”.
The boy said “But, mother, I love it”.
Qui-Gon Jinn said “Yes, your mother’s right”.
Anakin said “but, the biggest problem is no one is helping in this world”.
The mother said “Maybe, he can help you”.
After that, they checked their car and did exercise until the competition day. With
very dangerous race in dessert, very hot place Anakin tried his best. With very strict
and scary race finally Anakin won. Finally, they can repair the starship and escape
from that planet but Anakin want to join with the humans so he asked to her mom
“Mom, can I go?” Her mother said “Yes, if that is your dream, you can go”.
After that he and the humans went to the starship. Before they went, the aliens
found them and Tried to attack them. Fortunately, they were safe and they took off
their starship. And they were flying to the Central Planet. After they arrived they asked

to their Councilor for help, because the Naboo planet was in trouble. He also asked
they boy for being a Jedi. After that, the Queen of Naboo has asked others what
should they do.
The Queen had decided to back to Naboo and said “Whatever happened in
Naboo, I must go back because my citizens are in big trouble”.
Her soldier then said, “But it so dangerous you should stay here and wait for the
Government’s decision.” “No, we must get back to Naboo” said the Queen.
And then they came back to Naboo, after the Alien had invaded them before. It
was a big war in that planet, a tough war that everyone was so scared of it.
Unfortunately, Qui-Gon Jinn, as the leader, was killed as a result of The Alien’s
swordsman successful attack. He was dead, but Obi-Wan Kenobi, as his student, tried
to kill the Alien’s swordsman with a struggle–since The Alien’s swordsman almost won,
but Obi-Wan Kenobi rose up quickly and he killed the swordsman.
On the other hand, Qui-Gon Jinn was told Anakin to hide but Anakin hide in a
starship, because he could push the button in difficult situation to go to the space,
and he could break the Alien starship in space that caused the Alien invasion in the
middle of dead people, and finally the people were saved. Lastly, the Queen and her
soldier tried to kill the Alien minister and won the war, on the death of the Qui-Gon
Jinn.

Jurassic World
Brothers Zach and Gray Mitchell visit Isla Nublar, the original location of the Jurassic
Park and the place where a new theme park, which is a big and comprehensive
dinosaur theme park located off the coast of Costa Rica, named Jurassic World, has
operated for years. They happened to visit their aunt Claire Dearing, which was also
the manager of the Park. However, Claire is too busy climbing the corporate ladder
and actually too busy to be with their nephews, so she asked her assistant Zara to
introduce the Park and accompany the kids throughout their times in the Park.
Unfortunately, the boys evaded her and explored the resort on their own.
Simon Masrani, the park’s owner arrives, and he made a special arrangement with
Claire to see the Indominus Rex, a new hybrid dinosaur that has been made by
genetic modification to attract visitors–which involved Dr. Henry Wu in the making.
They have used a Tyrannosaurus Rex and spliced genes from Velociraptors and other
kinds of dinosaurs with it. Then, Masrani asks Claire to bring Owen Grady, who’s a Navy
veteran that has been researching the intelligence of the park’s four Velociraptors,
over to evaluate the enclosure of the Park’s new Indominus Rex before the attraction
opens. InGen Security chief Vic Hoskins believes that those raptors should be trained
for military use despite of Owen’s objections.
After Claire met Owen, she took him to the Indominus Rex enclosure purportedly to
show him the new dinosaur. Owen warned Claire about the danger of raising
Indominus in isolation because of the lack of socialization of the species with the other
animals. Unfortunately, a thermoscan check (they had a sensor attached on the
animal) revealed nothing, presuming that the Indominus had jumped the wall and
escaped–made Claire warned Owen and the other two to exit immediately. The
Indominus then appeared and attacked them, and killed one of the staffs. Owen and
the other staff member successfully escaped the containment just before the
Indominus crashed through it–and Owen also escaped being scented out by dousing
himself in petrol from under the car he is hiding in. Owen suggested that the Indominus
must be killed, but instead, Masrani sent a specialized unit to capture it. After most of
the unit is killed, Claire ordered the evacuation of the island’s Northern sector.
Meanwhile, Zach and Gray, who gave Zara the slip, headed into dangerous
territory in the park inside the gyrosphere, which entered a restricted area–not
knowing that the Indominus was on the loose; and at the same time, Claire and Owen
discovered that the Indominus killed other dinosaurs not for food, but for sport, in order
to establish itself as an apex predator. The Indominus then arrived and destroyed that
sphere, but the boys managed to evade it and found the ruins of the original Jurassic
Park visitor center. Masrani had his helicopter equipped with a minion and flied after
the Indominus, but it smashed into the Jurassic World Aviary, freeing both the
pteranodons and dimorphodons, who attacked the helicopters and caused them to
crash, killing Masrani and the crew, and freed the dangerous animals inside.
After that, the brothers repaired an old 1992 Jeep Wrangler Sahara and drove back
to the park resort, which were found by Zara. Zara then was killed by one of the
pteranodon, dropped into a lagoon holding a massive mosasaur, who ate both Zara
and the pteranodon that dove in, attempted to carry her. Owen was attacked by a
dimorphodon but Claire saved him by shooting it and they finally kiss, even as Claire

reunited with their nephews. The pterosaurs then attacked the resort itself, in the
chaos. Gray and Zach eventually found Owen and Claire at the resort as armed
personnel subdue the pterosaurs with tranquilizers.

With Masrani dead, Hoskins took command of Jurassic World and decided that
they would use the velociraptors to kill the Indominus. Owen reluctantly agreed to
help and released the raptors to help finding the Indominus while following them with
various vehicles. They found them, but it appeared to communicate with the raptors.
Owen realized that the Indominus included raptor’s DNA, and it became the raptor
pack’s new alpha, taking the command away from Owen. The raptors then turned
on the team and began killing the soldiers while the Indominus escaped. Owen was
confronted by one of the raptors and it seemed to recognize him, but it was killed by
a rocket. Hoskins then arranged for Dr. Henry Wu to leave the island by helicopter with
the dinosaur embryos, in order to protect his research. Owen, Claire, and the boys
found Hoskins at the lab, with more staff packing up for remaining embryos. Hoskins
then revealed his plant to create more hybrid dinosaurs like Indominus for use as
superweapons, but a raptor broke in and mauled him to death.
Owen re-established his bond with the raptors before the Indominus reappeared.
The raptors then attacked the Indominus, but they were killed. The two dinosaurs
fought until Blue, the lone surviving raptor, joined the battle. Overwhelmed, the
Indominus was backed up to the lagoon, where the Mosasaurus leaped out and
dragged it underwater. Then, the T. rex retreated, followed by Blue, who turned to
acknowledge Owen before leaving. Isla Nublar is abandoned once again, and the
survivors were successfully evacuated to the mainland. Zach and Gray were reunited
with their parents, while the T. rex roamed freely on Isla Nublar.

The Hunger Games
On the day of the reaping in District 12, when the tributes are chosen who will take
part in the 74th Annual Hunger Games. Katniss Everdeen 16-year-old girl from district
12, sets out to meet her friend Gale so they can do some hunting and gathering
before the reaping that afternoon. As Katniss makes her way from her home to the
Meadow and, finally, to the woods, where people of the district are forbidden to go.
She lives with her sister Prim, who is 4 years younger, and her mother, both of whom
have depended upon Katniss for survival ever since Katniss' father died in a mine
explosion when she was 11. At the reaping ceremony, the mayor gives a speech
describing how the governments of North America collapsed and the country of
Panem rose up in their place. A war ensued between the Capitol and the districts. The
Capitol won, and as a reminder of their defeat, the Capitol holds the Hunger Games
every year.
The reaping is a nerve-wracking time because it determines which boy and girl,
ages 12 to 18, will serve as the district's tributes in the Hunger Games. Two tributes are
drawn in each of the 12 districts, and those tributes are sent to an arena where they
fight until only one tribute remains alive. The district 12’s female tribute is chosen, and
to Katniss’s horror, it’s Prim. Katniss volunteers immediately in Prim’s place. Then the
male tribute is selected. It’s Peeta Mellark, and Katniss remembers how years earlier,
while searching for food for her family in the garbage bins behind the town shops,
Peeta gave her bread from his family’s bakery. Katniss credits him with saving her that
day. Katniss and Peeta say goodbye to their friends and families and board a train for
the Capitol. During the trip, the mayor introduces Haymitch Abernathy, District 12’s
only living Hunger-Games winner, and he’s so drunk. she and Peeta convince
Haymitch, their mentor in the Games and the person responsible for getting them gifts
from sponsors, to take his duties seriously.
Once there, Katniss meets with her stylist, Cinna, who is designing her dress for the
opening ceremony. At the ceremony, Katniss and Peeta wear simple black outfits lit
with synthetic flames. The outfits are a huge hit with the audience and make Katniss
and Peeta stand out among the tributes. The next day, Katniss and Peeta attend
group training, and the tributes from rich districts who have trained for the Games their
whole lives, called Career Tributes, show off their skills. Later, the tributes are
interviewed by Caesar Flickerman, a television host. In his interview, Peeta reveals that
he’s had a crush on Katniss for several years.
Finally, the time comes. From a small underground room, Katniss is lifted into the
arena and the Games officially begin. All the tributes are there, and in front of her is
the Cornucopia, which houses an abundance of supplies. Rather than fight, she runs
away as Haymitch advised. She hikes all day before making camp. After dark,
someone starts a fire nearby, and it isn’t long before a pack of Career Tributes arrives
and kills the person. To Katniss’s shock, Peeta is with them. The next day Katniss goes
in search of water. She walks for hours and collapses from exhaustion, but ultimately,
she finds a stream. She’s woken in the night by a wall of fire moving in her direction,
and as she runs away one of the numerous fireballs falling around her grazes her leg,
injuring it. Then, while injured, she was found and chased by the careers.

That night, while she hides in a tree from the pack of Careers below who wait for
her to go down to kill her, she notices a young girl named Rue from District 11 in a
nearby tree. Rue points out a nest of tracker jackers, wasps engineered by the Capitol
to be lethal, over Katniss’s head, and Katniss cuts the branch holding the nest,
dropping it onto the Careers. Two of them die from the stings and the rest scatter.
Katniss is stung a few times as well, but as she’s running away, she remembers one of
the girls who died had a bow and arrows, the weapons she’s become proficient with
from hunting. She runs back to retrieve them, and Peeta happens to arrive as she’s
grabbing the bow. He yells at Katniss to run just as Cato, a very large and dangerous
Career from District 2, shows up. Peeta stops him so Katniss can escape, and she
passes out in a ditch shortly after.
Katniss wakes up and encounters Rue again, she saves her and the two quickly
form a bond. They are able to get food hunting and foraging, and Katniss realizes that
the Careers would have difficulty surviving without the supplies at the Cornucopia, so
she and Rue devise a plan. While Rue lights decoy fires, Katniss sneaks up to the
Cornucopia. The supplies are in a pyramid away from the main camp, and after the
Careers leave to investigate the fires, Katniss manages to blow up the supplies by
cutting open a bag of apples with her arrows, which sets off the mines set to protect
the pyramid. When Katniss doesn’t find Rue at their meeting spot, she goes looking for
her and finds her trapped by a net trap, after she saves her, another tribute comes
and stabs her with a spear. Katniss kills the other tribute, and when Rue dies, she covers
her body in flowers.
Katniss is depressed all the next day, until an announcement is made, that there
has been a rule change: Now, two tributes from the same district can be declared
winners. Katniss goes looking for Peeta, and it takes her a day but finally she finds him.
He’s severely injured from his fight with Cato and can barely walk, but Katniss helps
him to a cave where they’ll be hidden. Thinking Peeta may die, Katniss impulsively
kisses him. A moment later she hears a noise outside and finds a pot of broth sent from
Haymitch. She realizes that Haymitch will reward her for playing up the romance
between her and Peeta. The next morning Katniss sees that Peeta’s leg is badly
infected and he’ll die without treatment. Another announcement is made, this time
saying each tribute will find an item they desperately need at the Cornucopia. Katniss
knows that means medicine for Peeta’s leg, but Peeta thinks it’s too dangerous and
doesn’t want Katniss to go. Using a sleep syrup sent from Haymitch, Katniss knocks him
out.
At the Cornucopia, Katniss tries to run and grab the item marked for District 12, but
she gets into a fight with a female tribute. The tribute is about to kill her when Thresh,
the male tribute from District 11 who came to the Games with Rue, kills the girl instead
because her group kill Rue. He spares Katniss because of the way she treated Rue,
and Katniss makes it back to the cave. She injects Peeta with the medicine just before
passing out. They stay there for a few days while it rains nonstop outside, and in this
time the romance between Katniss and Peeta progresses. When the rain lets up,
Peeta and Katniss need to find food. Katniss leaves Peeta in charge of foraging while
she goes to hunt. She comes back hours later and finds a small pile of poisonous
berries Peeta collected thinking they were safe. They discover the body of a tribute

who Katniss nicknamed Foxface, and Katniss realizes she died from eating the berries.
Katniss decides to keep some berries in case they can trick Cato the same way.
As the sky darkens, they hear some scream and get announcement that Thresh is
dead. Suddenly, strange creatures come and attack them, they all run to the
Cornucopia while being chased by the creatures, and climb up. The creatures are
mutant wolves engineered by the Capitol. Then, they find injured Cato there as he
attacks Peeta, but Katniss and Peeta manage to push him over the edge. The
creatures overpower him, but because of the body armor he’s wearing he remains
alive for hours, until Katniss shoots him out of pity. Just as Katniss and Peeta think
they’ve won, another announcement is made that there can only be one winner
again. Neither Katniss nor Peeta will kill the other, so Katniss takes out the poisonous
berries. Just as she and Peeta pop them in their mouths, the announcer shouts for
them to stop and declares them both winners.
They go back to the Training Center and Katniss is kept alone for days while she
recuperates. When she is let out, Haymitch warns her that she’s in danger. The Capitol
took her stunt with the berries as an act of defiance, so she has to convince everyone
that she was desperate at the thought of losing Peeta and not being rebellious, or
even her family could be at risk. In their final interview, she’s reunited with Peeta. As
they arrive back in District 12, they hold hands one more time to greet the crowd and
cameras.

Resident Evil: The Final Chapter
James Marcus is an enterprising scientist who has a daughter named Alicia, who
suffer from progeria disease. This progeria caused premature aging, when Alicia was
25, she looks like 90. Marcus was obsessed to save her. He’s trying hard to find the
cure, though his effort seems unavailing. He records everything about his daughter,
her voice, her face, to kept it as a memory. Until one day a marvel came, Marcus
discovered T-Virus. Once injected, this virus will detect and repair damage cell within
the body. The life of Alicia Marcus is safe.
This miracle is not only come for Marcus, this invention is such a breakthrough for
this world. T Virus has thousands demands to treat different diseases. In one night a
new era is occurred, a world without fear of infection and disease. Unfortunately, this
virus has an un-presumed side effect. The first dead body caused by T-Virus then arose.
The incident was covered quickly, but Marcus insisted to abort the program, ruin
the company that accommodate this T-Virus, Umbrella Corporation. But his foxy
business partner, dr. Alexander Isaac is not in the same side. Isaac killed Marcus and
run the corporation himself. Alice is adopted by Isaac without knowing that her father
was murdered by Isaac.
Isaac made a powerful artificial intelligence that help him to control the Umbrella
Corporation. Isaac use Alicia’s appearance as the computer interface, he called it
The Red Queen.
Suddenly, a disaster came. T-Virus escape from underground lab called The Hive.
The government try to control the outbreak by detonating bomb that devastate
Raccoon City, but it couldn’t stop the airborne infection. T-Virus extinguished the
humankind. The remaining people gathered in Washington D.C. to fight and survive.
Alice, who is one of the project of Umbrella Corporation is struggling to get the antivirus. This antivirus is located in Hive in Raccoon City, which means she had to deal
with thousands of zombies and reach there before Dr. Isaac come.
The Red Queen turns to help Alice. The computer led Alice to find the precise
location. With the help of the remaining human, Alice succeed to get and release the
anti-virus.

The Maze Runner: The Death Cure
Thomas led his group of escaped Gladers on their final and most dangerous mission
yet. To save their friends, they had to break into the legendry Last City, a WCKD
controlled labyrinth that might turn out to be the deadliest maze of all. Anyone who
made it out alive would get answer to the questions the Gladers had been asking
since they first arrived in the maze.
When Thomas and some of his friends was safe, they lost one of their best friend it
was Minho, at that time WCKD wanted to bring them to the Last City. They had
arranged plan to save Minho from train that brought him to the Last City. But their plan
failed because they brought the wrong lorry into the plain. They got the plain from
WCKD’s soldiers who was failed by Thomas’ friends. So Minho was still in the train that
brought to Last City. But Thomas just realized that Minho was not on the lorry he
brought. Thomas wanted to took Minho up again, but Vince didn’t agree of it.
Even though Johnson was the leader of safety in the Last City, he knew what had
been done by Thomas and friends. But Johnson was happy because he knew that
Thomas didn’t get what he want, it was Minho. So, Thomas would try again to take
Minho to his place. Johnson brought Minho and others to Last City. Thomas tried to
ensure Vince if he would come to the Glader in a week. But Vince said “We’re not
saving a live with sacrificing many lives”. Thomas agreed with Vince’s opinion but he
still went there to save Minho by himself. But in fact, Thomas was not alone. Newt and
Fry realized Thomas would went there to save Minho tonight. So, Newt and Fray
followed Thomas to save Minho together.
In the middle of the way, they passed a dark tunnel and there they met the croups
(like zombie). They thought there was only one croup in the dark tunnel. But the croups
appeared from many sides, and they started to panic. Fry made the car faster but he
was careless so he crashed the junk and the car destroyed in the middle of dark
tunnel. The good news, they were still alive. But the croups blocked them from many
sides. They ran to go out with shot the croups but the gun was not enough. Suddenly
Brenda and the old man came with a big car and hit the croups with wheels’ car.
Thomas, Newt and Fry got into the car and went out soon.
They arrived in the last city. They started to make a plan to attack the big wall. The
big wall was a limitation between Gladers and the last city. They got closer to the big
wall, there they met poor people who wanted to get inside the wall. Thomas walked
closer into the big wall but he didn’t realize there was the spy around there. The army
of Johnson looked Thomas in the hidden camera. Johnson was happy because he
found the target, which was Thomas. He commanded the army to blasted of the gun
to kill the poor people and also Thomas. The poor people ran to back and Thomas
with his friends were pulled by the mask man. They (the mask man) got into Thomas
and his friends into a car.
They came in basecamp of poor people. There, Thomas met Gally, the old friend.
Thomas was dislike him but Gally could help Thomas and his friends to enter in big wall.
Gally introduced them with the leader of poor people, Lawrence. Lawrence had a
connection to enter them to big wall with secret tunnel. But only 2 of them could enter
there. S,o Thomas chose Newt to join him. Gally was their guide, walked in front of and

showed them the big building. Gally believed Minho was locked there. But Gally said
that there was no way to enter to the building. With a special telescope, they could
look inside the building clearly. When Thomas used the telescope, he looked his
girlfriend that was his traitor, Teresa.
Newt ensured Thomas to enter inside the building although the only way to enter
was used by Teresa. Thomas thought there was something wrong with Newt, Newt
looked so angry and excited more than before. Newt apologized to Thomas and went
away from the camp. But Thomas followed him and apologized too. On the building
Newt showed his hand. He had been infected by the virus of croups. Thomas tried to
ensure Newt If he could alive. So, Thomas wasn’t hesitant to get the serum to cure
Newt. If the only way was involved Teresa, Thomas could do it.
Teresa was so excited to cure many people who had been infected by the virus of
croups. So, she took Minho’s blood as a test. Minho looked so tired, but Teresa tried to
ensure him to still gave his blood with arguing the Minho’s blood was really important
to help many people. Minho, while under control, only said If Teresa was backbiting.
When Teresa got closer to him, Minho looked so angry and hit Teresa on the table.
Minho took Teresa’s hair accessory as a weapon to run away. The army came soon
and tried to relax Minho again.
On the way to home, Teresa felt gloomy and the across of the way she saw Thomas,
then followed Thomas and called him until he arrived in empty building. There Thomas
descry himself. Thomas started to ask about Teresa’s condition and he asked about
regretting. And Teresa’s answer was really disappointed. Form back someone caught
her and brought her went to the camp.
Gally said if Teresa could help them to enter inside the big building, Gally would got
Teresa off and free. Then they decided to make a deal. So, Teresa helped them to
take the symbol in their neck. After that, they prepared to enter inside the big building.
They didn’t realize If Teresa took the Thomas’s blood.
They successfully enter inside, by going undercover as one of the Jason’s army.
They pretended to keep Teresa, but that was fake. But in the middle of the way, they
met Johnson and he knew that two armies behind Teresa were Thomas and Newt. So,
Johnson called all his armies to attacked Teresa and others. Thomas and Newt ran
away from Johnson and looked for a place to hide. In the other place, Teresa make
a test of Thomas’ blood, and unexpectedly Thomas’ blood was the cure of the virus.
Teresa show it to the other professor who was still there.
Thomas and Newt successfully to escape from Johnson, but unfortunately Newt
was not strong again to fight the virus inside his body. Thomas was so confused about
the cure. And suddenly he heard from the speaker, that was Teresa’s voice. Teresa
said that Thomas’ blood was the cure of the virus, Thomas’ blood could save all of
soul. Thomas heard it but he felt hesitant of it, so he came to the building while bringing
Newt. But in the middle of the way, Newt was so weak and he changed into the croup
that almost ate and also killed Thomas. They fought and in half of Newt’s soul he killed
himself, he thought it was better than he had to killed Thomas.
Thomas came into the building and met Teresa, but before met Teresa, Thomas met
Johnson and he wanted Thomas’ blood, because Johnson had infected by the virus.

They fought, and Thomas successfully ran from him and met Teresa. Teresa made a
test and the result was right, so they wanted to give it to Newt, but they were attacked
by Johnson and forced them to give the cure to him. Eventually, Thomas and Teresa
could run from Johnson, but the building was attacked by the poor people, so they
had to went away from the building, they ran upstairs and looked for a plane that
would save them. After a few minutes, the plain came and Thomas was saved but
Teresa didn’t because the building had broken. All people who had saved had
brought to the other place, which was a beach. They began to build a new life
peacefully.

